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OSALL Committee Members The December issue has many interesting articles, for 
you to enjoy over the festive season. Carol Clark’s 
account of her trip to Helsinki, to attend the IALL 
Conference is most interesting, as is our holiday article, 
by Salome Vranas, of her wonderful trip to the recent 
Olympic Games. We thought it would be fun to include 
some light reading, of special holidays enjoyed by 
OSALL members, in our November issue. It will help 
us go into “chill” mode, over the holiday period. 

 
Danielle Heij (Chair) 
Tel. (011) 242  8016 
E-mail: dheij@bclr.com 
 
Mzoxolo Gulwa (Vice-Chair) 
Tel. (011) 710-6205 
E-mail: MZO@belldewar.co.za 
  
Rika van der Walt (Secretary) I have also been fortunate, in being able to reprint an 

article by Mary Ellen Bates, on specialised search 
engine, which will interest many readers. The second 
part of an article by Dennis Kennedy, on Legal 
Technology Trends 2004, is also included. Nico 
Ferreira’s regular “Publications Noted” includes some 
websites that are worth a visit. Thank you to my 
colleagues, Charmaine Bertram and Salome Vranas, 
for their assistance with the newsletter. 
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E-mail: vdwaltr@foreign.gov.za 
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E-mail: ssavitz@icon.co.za 
 
Lydia Craemer (Listserv Administrator) 
Tel. (011) 403 7880 ext 214  
E-mail: Library2@moodierobertson.co.za   Sabinet recently hosted two, wonderful end-of –year 

parties for OSALL members, in Johannesburg and 
Pretoria, a most generous gesture, which was much 
appreciated. Thank you, Sabinet! 

 
Ruth Ward (Website) 
Tel. (011) 535-8246 
E-mail: rward@werksmans.co.za    
 The OSALL Committee wishes you a relaxing festive 

season Salome Vranas (Marketing and Liaison) 
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At our two fabulous end-year functions, the first one 
held in Johannesburg at the Quattro Restaurant in 
Sandton and the second function at the Blue Crane 
restaurant in Pretoria, I touched on the subject of the 
proposed merger between OSALL, SLIS and SAOUG. 
However, from the feedback I received from members, 
as well as feedback received at the SLIS AGM in 
November, it was clear that members felt it too early to 
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 vote on such a merger. In the light of this, at the next 
JISI (Joint Information Specialist Initiative) meeting 
held on 23 November, the committees of OSALL, 
SLIS and SAOUG decided to make changes in stages 
and to concentrate more on co-operation throughout 
the next year instead of focusing on a merger. Three 
joint meetings will therefore be arranged for 2005, 
effectively reducing the number of meetings held in 
total by the three organisations, as according to 
members' wishes. This excludes each organisation's 
AGM. A joint conference will be held in June. We are 
all looking forward to the new year's programme and 
hope all members enjoy it. If there are any questions 
concerning the changes, please feel free to e-mail me at 
dheij@bclr.com 

Most of the delegates stayed at the Grand Scandic 
Marina hotel, which was lovely. I felt that I was 
stepping into a Peter Stuyvesant ad as the taxi dropped 
us off and I saw pretty flower boxes of red geraniums 
outside and flags flapping in the breeze. Yes, despite 
the fact that it was still Summer, it was very fresh. I 
loved the long evenings and it was a novelty wearing 
sunglasses at 9.30 at night! 
 
The welcoming reception and official opening of the 
Conference took place on the Sunday night at the New 
Annex of Parliament House. It was then that all the 
delegates assembled and the networking began. We 
were treated to a delicious dinner and had a lovely 
evening before walking back to the hotel. Monday saw 
the start of the Conference. The theme was "Protecting 
the environment : a challenge across borders – legal 
issues and information resources in Finland and 
Estonia". It cannot have been easy for the speakers to 
deliver papers in a foreign tongue, and while their 
presentations were often dry, their papers make very 
interesting reading and contain a wealth of information.   
The topics were not directly pertinent to our work in 
South Africa but never-the-less broadened the mind 
and gave one an international perspective. 

 
***** 

 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
OF LAW LIBRARIES 
23rd Annual Course on International 
Law Librarianship 
Helsinki, Tallinin 15 – 19 August 
2004  

After lectures on the Monday we were taken on a boat 
trip and guided tour of the island and fortress of 
Suomenlinna/Sveaborg, which was interesting and 
enjoyable.  The tour ended with a sundowner of beer 
and pizza at the brewery on the island. 

Carol Clark, Webber Wentzel Bowens 
carolc@wwb.co.za 
 
"So you will be flying to Hel on Friday 13th!" chortled 
the man at the flight desk.   
 "Hel " is the flight abbreviation for Helsinki and while 
I am not triskaidekaphobic this pronouncement did 
evoke some apprehension. I had not travelled abroad 
for 11 years … and never alone … and not to a country 
as far flung as Finland  … and well, those butterflies 
got going! Once on the 'plane, however, all my 
anxieties were dispelled and what a wonderful trip I 
had. 

The only big disappointment for me was that somehow 
I neglected to get a visa for Estonia and was unable to 
go to Tallinn on the Tuesday.  It poured with rain that 
day, both in Helsinki and Tallinn so there were mixed 
reports about the trip, but even so I was very sorry not 
to have gone.    Tanya Du Plessis from RAU, the 
librarian from Bombay  and three librarians from 
Russia were also without visas.  The organisers of the 
Conference were so kind to all of us and tried to make 
up for our disappointment by taking us to the National 
Library, the National Museum and on a city bus tour 
after  a very nice lunch in the museum. 

 
After a four-hour stopover in London I flew to 
Helsinki, without any hitches or disasters, Friday 13th 
and "Hel" not withstanding! I loved the place! After the 
frenzy of life in Johannesburg it was good for the soul. 
Helsinki is a small city, compact and accessible with 
law-abiding traffic and people. It was quiet, too, apart 
from the odd occasion when sirens announced the 
arrival of a ship. What I found interesting was that 
ships sail right into the city. You could look out of your 
hotel room and see one, not that many metres away!     
One could walk quite easily to most places of interest 
and to the University where the Conference was held 
everyday. The alternative was to catch a tram, which 
was fun to do as we no longer have them in South 
Africa. There was also a very efficient bus service if 
one wanted to go further afield. I went on a couple of 
tours the day before the Conference, and also walked 
around the city getting the feel of the place. 

 
The IALL Annual Dinner was held on the Wednesday 
night in a local restaurant  and was great fun. The 
vodka and wine flowed,  enabling everyone to let their 
hair down and have a rattling good time!   The party 
continued well into the night and there were quite a 
few sore heads the next day! 
 
On the Thursday there were visits to various libraries 
in the morning and afternoon. In the morning I went to 
the Aralis Library and Information Centre, which was 
opened in 2003.  It is a "complex", for want of a better 
word, of 4 libraries,  the Helsinki City Library's 
Arabianranta library and 3 art libraries ( University of 
Art and Design Library, Helsinki Pop & Jazz 
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Conservatory Library and Helsinki Polytechnic Stadia 
Resource Library for Arts and Culture).   Although 
these are not law libraries,  I wanted to see the new 
Finnish library architecture, which I must say was 
lovely.  I was most amused  on arrival to see our 
harassed looking host trying to stop a borrower who 
was leaving the library without signing out a book!   So 
what's new even on the other side of the world?   In the 
afternoon I went to Borenius & Kemppinen Ltd, one of 
the  large law firms in Helsinki.  We were treated most 
royally, ushered into a boardroom, given a slap-up 
lunch and then a very interesting presentation on 
Knowledge Management by one of the  partners.   It 
was a most enjoyable afternoon. This was the last day 
of the Conference.  It  had been such a happy and 
enriching week. 
 
 What I enjoy most about a conference, and an 
international one in particular, is the people.   There 
were 98 delegates from  24 countries. It was 
tantamount to the "Miss World of Law Librarians'" 
except that were quite a few (and  in some cases, 
hunky) men around!    We all agreed that, world wide,  
librarians are great  people!  Everyone was so friendly 
and so keen to connect with each other, and business 
cards and offers of assistance with information were 
exchanged all the time. 
 

 
 
Just to fill you in briefly – the day after the Conference 
I went on a 3 day tour to St Petersburg from Helsinki 
by train.  Though I had never met them before, I was so 
fortunate to have two lovely people from the 
Conference, Victoria Trotta  ( the current chairman of 
AALL) and Margie Axtmann  (a past chairman of 
AALL),  on the tour with me.  I was very apprehensive 
about this part of my trip  and really could not have had 
two nicer friends with whom to travel.  St Petersburg is 
a very beautiful and majestic city and the art 
everywhere is wonderful.  The Hermitage is mind 
blowing! We went to a folk show one evening and the 
ballet the next. I was so tired I was seeing stars, but just 
had to keep going! It was a marvellous weekend.  We 
travelled back to Helsinki by train again on the Sunday 
afternoon and the next day I flew to London. I hadn't 
been to London for 28 years so I didn't remember 
where places were in relation to each other. I saw more 
underground stations than anything else and while this 
was all of my own volition, I spent most of my time 

there visiting solicitors'  libraries . I  went to no 
museums or art galleries, did no shopping to speak of 
and went to only two shows, but I found the working 
side of London life an exhilarating and motivating 
experience, and I have learnt a great deal from all the 
libraries I visited. I am not sorry that I chose to spend 
my time in London this way, but I am longing to go 
back and do all those things I didn't do! 
 
All in all, I had some rich and wonderful experiences.  
The Conference and visits to the different law libraries 
have elevated the whole profession of law librarianship 
for me. I am in awe of the professionalism and 
wonderful intellects of some of the people I met, and 
greatly inspired, too.  In case you are wondering how I 
was able to do all this -  I must say a big "thank you"  
to  the partners of Webber Wentzel Bowens who so 
graciously sponsored the conference fee and my hotel 
in Helsinki.  I was given a golden opportunity and a 
time that I shall remember in years to come. I shall 
have to put all that I have learnt into practice now – 
and also start saving furiously for the next conference! 
 
 

***** 
 

Specialized search engines - 
Mary Ellen Bates’ Tip of the Month 
 
Reprinted by kind permission of Mary Ellen Bates, 
mbates@BatesInfo.com 
http://www.BatesInfo.com  
All rights reserved. 
 
Most of us have the Google Toolbar installed on our 
browser, which means that Google is the first place we 
go to search the web. Of course, you can use the 
Groowe toolbar to expand your search engine options 
(see  
http://www.batesinfo.com/tip.html#mar04 for a 
discussion of this), but sometimes what you really need 
is a specialized tool for a specialized function. 
 
If you have a factual question -- how tall is the Eiffel 
Tower? when was the first landing on the moon? who 
won the 1986 Tour de France? -- consider using a 
search engine that handles natural language queries, 
such as Ask Jeeves (http://www.ask.com). (And if you 
haven't tried Ask Jeeves lately, check it out again. It 
has improved significantly over the last year or two.) 
 
Also consider BrainBoost (http://www.brainboost.com) 
for finding answers to questions. In addition to 
handling natural language questions well, it offers a 
"Snap Open" feature on the search results page. Click 
the Snap Open link, and BrainBoost will display the 
web page with the answer, scrolling down to where the 
text appears on the page. 
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If you have a quick look-up question -- something that 
could be answered from an almanac, encyclopedia, or  

So, as useful as your Google toolbar is, consider 
expanding your collection of tools to include some of 
the more specialized databases and search engines. 
Sometimes you need more than just a hammer to get 
the job done. 

other "ready-reference" source -- try InfoPlease 
(http://www.infoplease.com), produced by the 
publisher of the Information Please almanac and other 
reference books. You can find information on the 10 
most popular breeds of cat, a listing of the most 
significant discoveries of 2003, or a profile of the 
Republic of Singapore by typing in one or two words 
in the search box at the main InfoPlease page. 

 
 

***** 
 

Athens Olympics 2004  
Salome Vranas, Deneys Reitz What about research that you think might best be 

answered by a book rather than a web site? A9.com 
(http://a9.com) is a search engine that relies primarily 
on Google for web search results. What's intriguing 
about it, though, is that it also includes Amazon.com's 
"Search Inside the Book" feature in the search results 
page. A search for "intelligent machines", for example, 
turns up books that either have that phrase in the title 
or - more intriguing - books in which the phrase 
appears within the text. If you have an account with 
Amazon.com, you can view the snippets of where the 
phrase shows up in the books. Note that if you use the 
anonymous version of A9.com (http://generic.a9.com 
in which your search history is not saved), you will not 
be able to view the snippets of text. 

Salome@deneysreitz.co.za  
 
Attending a major sporting event has always been on 
my “to do list” and it was on my insistence that my 
husband decided to take us to the Olympic Games, 
which during this Olympiad were held in Athens. 

  
If you are looking for science-related information, one 
of my favorite specialized search tools is Scirus 
(http://www.scirus.com), a powerful combination of a 
web search engine and a database of published 
scientific articles. Look for the phrase "soil 
remediation", for example, and you will retrieve not 
only web sites but summaries of articles from the 
Medline database as well as links to articles from 
ScienceDirect, which can be purchased with a credit 
card. Note that, like a number of search engines, Scirus 
offers a "Refine Your Search" option that lists words 
and phrases that frequently appear in the retrieved 
sources. So, for example, I was reminded that I might 
want to narrow my search with the words 
bioremediation or soil washing. 

The Greeks outdid themselves, in that everything ran 
according to clockwork and there were absolutely no 
hiccups. The metro not only ran punctually but there 
was also no waiting for tickets, or even for the train 
itself. The facilities in Athens were sufficient, as well 
as strategically placed and if there was any doubt, the 
plethora of police officers and volunteers were 
available to assist you.  
 
The stadiums were immaculate, and the multitudes of 
brochures depicting the history of the Olympics were 
easily available. The staff, mostly volunteers, were 
friendly and helpful, greeting spectators in a variety of 
languages including Afrikaans? The facilities at the 
various Stadiums, regarding food and drink, and stores 
selling Olympic memorabilia, and other goodies were 
easily accessible and inexpensive, and there were 
absolutely no lengthy queues. 

 
How do you find these specialized research tools? Two 
annotated directories of search engines, directories and 
databases are GeniusFind (http://www.geniusfind.com) 
and Beaucoup (http://www.beaucoup.com).  

 
Initially the stadiums were not filled to capacity, due to 
the late availability of tickets for the Greeks 
themselves, and the fact that most Greeks, contrary to 
public opinion, are not great sport enthusiasts 
However, the Stadiums in the final week of events, 
which I had the privilege to attend, were filled to 
capacity. 

 
Note that GeniusFind is not meta search engine; you 
cannot conduct a search of the web through 
GeniusFind. Rather, you can drill down through its 
subject categories to locate specialized esources that 
focus on anthropology, for example. 
  
Beaucoup, on the other hand, does function as a meta 
search engine; you can search 10 search engines at one 
time, or you can click on one of the subject links from 
the main page of Beaucoup to find specialized search 
tools and databases on specific topics. 

During the spectacular opening ceremony I said to 
myself that nothing can beat this.  No sporting event 
can be more magnificent. It’s hard to describe in 
words, the feeling one gets in ones heart, and the tears 
that well up unexpectedly, when your National Anthem 
is played before 90 000 people, or when your voice is  
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hoarse because you are egging your team on, and if 
your team was not participating on that particular 
event, you still screamed just as loudly and with the 
same enthusiasm for any team from your continent, not 
to mention the pride one feels when you wave your 
flag high and shout GO SOUTH AFRICA!!!! Or stand 
to attention when the garland of success is placed over 
the winner’s neck, or even when your idiot husband 
screams out in a moment of silence “LELO!!!..., RICE 
OR POTATOES…” 

 
There are so many special moments, but one event 
which deserves special mention, was the night the 
Russian woman’s pole vaulter Yelena Isinbayeva broke 
her own world record, by jumping 4.91m, a feat on its 
own; however the entire stadium which was packed to 
capacity, 90 000 people, stood as one, and spurred her 
on. It’s amazing how the world stood together on an 
occasion such as this, indeed well after midnight, even 
though on other evenings the stadiums started 
emptying soon after the last event. In fact the 
atmosphere was electrifying, the excitement was 
tangible, and everybody became one big group of 
friends laughing and partying all the way home.  

 
Our T shirts identified us as South Africans with the 
flag on the back and SOUTH AFRICA boldly 
emblazoned on the front, not because we would forget 
where we came from, but for those other South 
Africans to identify with us.  
 
One of only two official Olympic Games 
advertisements, that were aired all over the world, and 
in the Olympic Stadiums during the games, was made 
by none other than our own Madiba.  At first the other 
spectators thought a bug bit me - every time the 
advertisement was shown on the big screens in the 
stadium, I jumped up and whistled and cheered one of 
the greatest men in the world, and he belongs to us!   
 
Big was our surprise when various foreigners came to 
us just for a chat, or to congratulate us on our other 

sporting achievements, such as the allocation of the 
2010 Soccer World Cup, and our cricket and rugby. 
 
We also met hordes of ex-pats, who with the hunger of 
the deprived, wanted all the information about the 
homeland, and longed for the sunshine, the good wine 
and ‘braaivleis’.  
 
In conclusion it was an experience one will not easily 
forget, and once the bug has bitten you want to attend 
every subsequent games …BEIJING 2008 Here we 
come…!!!  

 
 
 

***** 
 

2004 Legal Technology Trends – 2 : 
Do we stand on the threshold of 
the next Legal Killer App? 
Reprinted by kind permission of Dennis Kennedy 
dmk@denniskennedy.com  
http://www.denniskennedy.com  
All rights reserved 
 
Part 1 of this article appeared in Vol. 15, No. 1 
February 2004, of the OSALL Newsletter. I am 
reprinting the introduction, for continuity: 
 
Introduction 
Two legal technology stories in 2003 actually shocked 
me. 
 
First, according to the latest AmLaw Tech survey, 
some of the largest and wealthiest firms in the United 
States still use Office 97, now a full three generations 
behind Microsoft's current release. I don't know what 
was the bigger shock: that they still used it or that they 
would publicly admit to it. 
 
Second, Blaster and similar viruses knocked out 
networks of some prominent firms. Because the 
vulnerability Blaster exploited and the fix for it were 
widely publicized, the impact of Blaster speaks 
volumes about continuing security lapses at many law 
firms. 
 
Jerry Lawson has called 2003 the "year of the blawg." 
The explosive growth of legal blogs, commonly called 
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"blawgs," brought back an excitement about the use of 
the Internet by lawyers that hasn't been seen since the 
mid-1990s. I'll discuss the blawg phenomenon in more 
detail later, but if you have not seen what is going on in 
blawgspace, taking a quick look into blawgs should be 
the first item on your technology to-do list. 
 
2003 was also notable for the slowing of investment in 
technology by many firms and a marked absence of 
innovation, if not retreat. In part, this slowdown 
reflected the economy, but the inertia of traditional law 
firm conservatism also played a part. 
 
Unfortunately, this trend happened at a time when 
clients have focused on higher hourly rates and 
inefficient delivery of services. The stress caused by 
the gap in innovation between law firms and their 
clients has begun to open cracks in the structure of the 
traditional law firm model, with potentially profound 
implications for the profession. 
 
Despite that, I am upbeat about legal technology for 
2004. Great software tools are available. Hardware is 
powerful and storage is cheap. Wireless has helped 
deliver the promise of laptop computers. The Internet 
is back to front-page news due to blawgs and news 
aggregators. Young lawyers have tons of great ideas 
for using technology. Most important, we may be on 
the verge of the next "killer app" for lawyers. 
 
Seven biggest legal technology trends for 2004 
 
4. Blawgs and RSS Feeds.  
 
How many of these names are familiar to you? "Ernie 
the Attorney," "Bag and Baggage," "NetLawBlog," 
"Inter Alia," "beSpacific," "LawTech Guru," 
"ethicalEsq?", "tins," "My Shingle," "The Trademark 
Blog," "George's Employment Law Blog," "GrepLaw," 
"LawSites," "Stay of Execution," "How Appealing," 
"The Indiana Law Blog," "Copyfight," and 
"DennisKennedy.Blog." 
These are names of a relatively small sampling of the 
blawgs that have given the legal profession a new and 
vibrant image among the growing number of 
influential opinion-leaders who have flocked to the 
world of blogging. A blog, as you may know, is a new 
kind of content-focused web site, typically built with 
blog authoring software, that displays new content as 
postings or articles in a reverse chronological order. 
They are cheaper, easier and, arguably, more effective 
than most standard web sites. 
Have you heard of RSS feeds, RDF feeds, XML feeds, 
news feeds or syndication? These terms refer to a 
method that allows you to "feed" your content over the 
Internet as headlines, excerpts, abstracts or full-text 
(including images). People who "subscribe" to your 
feed receive new material as soon as you add it, 
without needing to return to your website. Subscribers 
use a program called a "newsreader" or a "news 

aggregator" to subscribe to, receive and manage feeds. 
Feeds are usually associated with blogs, but not all 
blogs have feeds and not all feeds are sent out by blogs. 
In fact, many newspapers, publications and services 
now have news feeds. Some courts and government 
agencies have or are working on news feeds. 
I called news aggregators a life-altering technology in 
the December 2003 issue of Law Practice Magazine in 
my article, "Beating Information Overload with News 
Aggregators" 
(http://www.abanet.org/lpm/magazine/articles/v29is8a
n4.shtml). 
A good way to get your initial exposure to blogs and 
feeds is to visit the Daily Whirl site 
(http://www.dailywhirl.com), which allows you to see 
headlines from a large number of legal blogs and other 
sites with news feeds.  
Blawgs will evolve and grow in 2004 and help change 
the public's impression of lawyers in a positive way, 
but the news aggregator tools and feeds are a "must 
investigate and use" technology for lawyers in 2004 for 
many reasons, not the least of which is how they let 
you get information you need without sifting through 
the spam and clutter of your e-mail inbox. 
 
5. The Impending Security Disaster.  
 
As Microsoft advises, there are three essential steps 
that you must take to provide a basic level of security 
protection. They are (1) install all updates and patches, 
especially those designated "critical security updates," 
(2) use and keep current at least one antivirus program, 
and (3) use a hardware or software firewall. I add a 
fourth step: backup on a regular basis, verifying that 
files can be restored. 
The three standard steps are like locking your car 
doors. Locking the doors does not mean that a 
determined and skilled car thief cannot steal your car, 
only that an opportunistic thief looking for an easy 
target will pass by your car. 
The troubling aspect of Blaster is that the critical 
security update that patched the Windows vulnerability 
that Blaster exploited had been available for two 
months prior to the appearance of Blaster. There was a 
lot of publicity about the need to install the update. 
Doesn't this imply that some, perhaps many, of the 
affected firms had not followed the first step of 
standard recommended security practices?  
Computer and network security is difficult and 
specialized work. Many firms are lucky to have a full-
time IT person, let alone one with security expertise. 
Law firms are also vulnerable to walk-in theft of 
computers from offices, theft and loss of notebook 
computers, compromised and wide-open access by 
attorneys at home and on the road, and inadequate 
screening of new employees and exiting employees. 
Add to that mix the reluctance of law firms and 
lawyers to encrypt sensitive data, and you have a big 
train wreck waiting to happen. 
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In the good news, however, the use of key-chain 
password generators and biometric login tools will 
reduce the notorious tendency of lawyers to use 
common and easily-guessed passwords. New security 
and patch management software will also help, as will 
exploring outsourcing options. But, is it too little, too 
late? 
 
6. Clients Fire Law Firms Due to Tech 
Shortcomings. 
 
 Let's consider four facts. First, for the last several 
years, surveys of corporate general counsels show that 
50 - 60% of them either fired or seriously considered 
firing one or more outside law firms. Second, the 
number one reason for firing law firms is "lack of 
responsiveness." Third, the most common answer to 
the question of what innovation did your law firm 
bring to you was "none." Fourth, the overwhelming 
answer to most important priority was "controlling 
legal costs." 
Do I have to paint the picture for you? 
Client patience is nearing its end. The law firms that 
will do well will be those who use client-centric 
technologies, especially those who bring cost-saving 
ideas to their clients without the clients asking. The 
firms who do not are likely to find more pink slips. 
Good corporate business may instead be moved to 
those tech-savvy lawyers leaving big firms to build a 
new business model on a technological foundation. 
 
7. Are We On the Doorstep on the Next Killer App 
for Lawyers? The Tablet PC, WiFi, OneNote and 
Practice-Specific Applications. 
 
 I recently spent a few weeks trying out a Motion 
Computing Tablet PC generously loaned to me by Jeff 
Danielson, of M7 Wireless Services in St. Louis 
(http://www.m7ws.com). The Tablet PC had wireless 
capabilities and was loaded with OneNote, Microsoft's 
new "informal" word processor and electronic notepad 
that allows you to write or draw on the screen into your 
document, insert audio, and insert text by hand-writing 
recognition as well as by typing. OneNote works like 
an electronic version of a legal pad, but you can also 
search for what you need, move things around and 
share documents in a way that you cannot do with 
paper.  
My reaction to the combination was overwhelmingly 
positive. You can be connected all the time and access 
and enter information in several ways in a form factor 
similar the legal pad you carry all the time. It gets 
better. Imagine that the Tablet PC, since it is a full-
fledged PC rather than a PDA, also has your case 
management software and the programs you use in 
your everyday practice. If you are litigator, you could 
have a Tablet PC, enter your notes, check information 
on the Internet, use CaseMap, find and review 
information in Summation or another discovery tool, 
get real-time transcription, run PowerPoint 

presentations, present audio and video, all from 
something that has the familiarity of a legal pad. As a 
bonus, the head-turning factor of the Tablet PCs is sky 
high. The cost is about $200 more than a comparably 
configured standard laptop computer. 
Is it the next legal tech killer app? It has my vote, and 
the votes of some of the legal tech experts I trust the 
most. 
 
Other Trends to Watch. 
 
1. Has Microsoft opened opportunities for 
competitors? Are Linux, Open Source and Macintosh 
becoming real options for lawyers? 
2. Wireless + Mobility = Productivity. And what is 
wrong with working on the beach? 
3. E-lawyering, Virtual Law Firms and Internet 
Delivery of Legal Services Start to Get Very Real. 
Keep up with developments is the eLawyer Blog at 
http://www.elawyerblog.org. 
4. Cheap Storage Makes Video, Using Large 
Databases and Carrying Your Office with You 
More than a Dream. "Oh, I have all of the discovery 
files here on my key chain." 
5. Lawyers at that "Awkward Age" for Technology. 
Do you find that both your children and your parents 
are more comfortable and adept with technology than 
you are? 
6. Will the unwillingness and/or inability of lawyers 
to conduct electronic discovery result in malpractice 
cases? Despite the fact that businesses are moving to 
electronic records, computer forensics expert report 
that many lawyers make no effort to discover 
electronic evidence. Other lawyers who seek electronic 
evidence often make mistakes in handling it that 
destroy its admissibility. 
My Conclusion. 
Legal technology in 2004 looks really exciting, with 
lots happening. Firms who saw the down economy as a 
good time to take a nap on technology had better hear 
the alarm clock. The blawgers woke up the Internet 
community in 2003. In 2004, it's morning again in 
legal technology and, from where I stand, it is a sunny 
day. 
 

**** 
 

How computer literate are you? 
How do you compare to these folk? 
Anonymous 
 
Helpdesk: What kind of computer do you have? 
Customer: A white one… 
 

☺☻♪♫☼ 
 
Helpdesk: Good day. How may I help you? 
Customer: Hello… I can’t print. 
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Helpdesk: Would you click on start for me and  … 
Customer: Listen, pal; don’t start getting technical on 
me! I’m not Bill Gates damn it! 
 

☼ ☼ ☼ ☼ ☼ ☼ 
 
Helpdesk: What’s on your monitor now Ma’am? 
Customer: A teddy bear my boyfriend bought for me in 
the supermarket. 
 

☺☺☺☺☺☺ 
 
Helpdesk: And now hit F8. 
Customer: It’s not working. 
Helpdesk: What did you do, exactly? 
Customer: I hit the F-key 8-times as you told me, but 
nothing’s happening… 
 

☻☻☻☻☻☻ 
 
Helpdesk: How may I help you? 
Customer: I’m writing my first e-mail. 
Helpdesk: OK, and what seems to be the problem? 
Customer: Well, I have the letter ‘a’ in the address, but 
how do I get the circle around it? 
 

♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ ♪ 
 
A customer couldn’t get on the internet. 
Helpdesk: Are you sure you used the right password? 
Customer: Yes I’m sure. I saw my colleague do it. 
Helpdesk: Can you tell me what the password was? 
Customer: Five stars. 
 

♫ ♫ ♫ ♫ ♫ ♫ 
 
Helpdesk: Your password is the small letter a as in 
apple, a capital letter V as in Victor, the number 7. 
Customer: Is that 7 in capital letters? 
 

 
 
“Scientists from the RAND Corporation have created 
this model, to illustrate how a “home computer” could 
look in the year 2004. However, the needed technology 
will not be economically feasible for the average home. 
Also scientists readily admit that the computer will 
require not yet invented technology to actually work, 

but 50 years from now, scientific progress is expected 
to solve these problems. With teletype interface and the 
Fortran language, the computer will be easy to use.” 
Photo and text are from Popular Mechanics Magazine, 
1954.  
 

***** 
 

Publications Noted 
Nico Ferreira 
UNISA Law Library 
ferrenm@alpha.unisa.ac.za 
 
JOURNAL ARTICLES 
 
Baig, A. Consumption taxation and financial services: 
South Africa, in CAHIERS de DROIT FISCAL 
INTERNATIONAL, 2003, p. 679 – 694. 
 
Boyle, J. (ed.) LAW AND CONTEMPORARY 
PROBLEMS, Vol. 66, No.1 / 2, 2003. The whole 
volume is devoted to a discussion of “The public 
domain”. 
 
Brown, D. Knowledge is power: controlling employee 
access to critical information, in PATENT WORLD, 
July 2004, p. 26 – 29. 
 
Chalton, D. It is impossible to control information by 
law, but the law can control the way people use 
information, in COMPUTER LAW & SECURITY 
REPORT, Vol. 20, No. 4, 2004, p. 300 – 305. 
 
Chapman, S. Techniques for creating sustainable 
digital collections, in LIBRARY TECHNOLOGY 
REPORTS, Sept/Oct 2004, p. 3 – 63. 
 
Curl, MW. Some practical models for cooperative 
collection development, in AGAINST THE GRAIN, 
Vol. 16, No. 3, 2004, p. 1 – 18. 
 
Denner, L. The organization of electronic information 
in selected small, medium and micro enterprises in 
South Africa, in KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION, 
Vol. 31, No. 1, 2004, p. 4 – 25. 
 
Dick, A. Book burning and the complicity of South 
African librarians, in INNOVATION, No. 28, June 
2004, p. 31 – 40. 
 
F-Molina, C. Legal aspects of electronic information in 
the training of information professionals, in JOURNAL 
OF EDUCATION FOR LIBRARY AND 
INFORMATION SCIENCE, Vol. 45, No. 2, p. 111 – 
122. 
 
Hilyerd, WA. Using the law library: a guide for 
educators: deciphering citations and other ways of 
locating court opinions, in JOURNAL OF LAW & 
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EDUCATION, July 2004, p. 365 – 381. (Not only for 
educators – full of handy tips on how to find USA 
citations). 
 
Letnikova, G. Usability testing for academic library 
web sites: a selective annotated bibliography, in 
INTERNET REFERENCE SERVICES 
QUARTERLY, Vol. 8, No. 4, 2003, p. 53 – 68. 
 
Mossoff, A. Spam: Oy, what a nuisance!, in 
BERKELEY TECHNOLOGY LAW JOURNAL, Vol. 
19, No. 2, 2004, p. 625 – 666. 
 
Nadel, MS. How current copyright law discourages 
creative output, in BERKELEY TECHNOLOGY 
LAW JOURNAL, Vol. 19, No. 2, 2004, p. 785 – 856. 
 
Snowman, A. Developing a library policy for cell 
phone use, in LIBRARY ADMINISTRATION & 
MANAGEMENT, Vol. 18, No. 4, 2004, p. 203 – 204. 
 
Ter Doest, H. Digital rights management in 
information publishing, in INFORMATION & 
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY LAW, June 
2004, p. 99 – 116. 
 
Thomas, DA. The law school rankings are harmful 
deceptions, in HOUSTON LAW REVIEW, Vol. 40, 
No. 2, 2003, p. 419 – 459. 
 
Van der Walt, MS. A classification scheme for the 
organization of electronic documents in small, medium 
and micro enterprises, in KNOWLEDGE 
ORGANIZATION, Vol. 31, No. 1, 2004. 
 
BOOKS NOTED 
 
Burks, AR. Who invented the computer? The legal 
battle that changed computing. Prometheus Books, 
2003. ISBN 1591020344, UDS 35.00. 
 
 
WEB ADDRESSES NOTED 
 
The Reference Librarian, Vol. 42, Issue 87/88, 2004 is 
a special issue on the topic: Research, Reference 
Services and Resources for the study of Africa, see 
http://www.haworthpress.com/web/REF/ 
Choose the button: view table of contents 
 
Law firm marketing, see 
http://www.llrx.com/columns/marketing4.htm 
 
Collection of laws for electronic access, see 
http://www.wipo.int/clea/en/ 
 
For factual questions and for finding answers to 
questions, try  
Ask Jeeves  http://www.ask.com 
Brainboost  http://www.brainboost.com 

InfoPlease  http://www.infoplease.com 
 
For the legal aspects of debt, see 
http://www.unitar.org/dfm 
 
For landmark USA Supreme Court Cases, see 
http://www.landmarkcases.org 
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A final thought – 
 
Written by Mandilakhe Dikana, a law vacation student 
at Brink Cohen Le Roux Inc. 
 
You don’t have to be a great artist. 
You don’t have to be a great politician, 
You don’t have to be a great philosopher,  
You don’t have to be a great athlete,  
Nor a great scientist in order to be great. 
 
You can be great through the way you raise your child 
And… through your love and devotion to your 
significant other 
You can be great by putting in an honest day’s work, or 
by the way you’ve made a house a home for your 
family. 
 
You can be great in your desire to overcome any 
obstacle in order to make something out of your life. 
 
You can be great by the way you help your neighbours. 
 
You can be great in your love for God and country. 
 
It’s not your job, ability, status, or position in life that 
make you great, 
…but the love, loyalty, and the dedication in your 
heart… 
And these are the very qualities that  
Bind all humanity to each other, and to God. 
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